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In Decade of the Wolf, project leader Douglas W. Smith and acclaimed nature writer Gary Ferguson describe the journey
of thirty-one Canadian gray wolves that were released in 1995 and 1996 into Yellowstone National Park and the people
who faithfully followed them. The wolves have not only survived but completely changed the ecosystem, spilling a fresh
measure of wildness across the world’s first national park. This updated edition includes additional wolf profiles,
newinformation on the effects of climate change and disease, and a retrospective on what the scientists have learned
during this extended study of the Yellowstone wolves.
In this book, early fluent readers will learn how the gray wolf came back from the brink of extinction. Vibrant, full-color
photos and carefully leveled text will engage young readers as they learn more about the animal's habitat, diet,
behaviors, and current status, as well as how conservation efforts helped these animals make a comeback.
The Romanian and Serbian Canis lupus rest in an uneasy peace. One of their own, Sally Miklos, the young and powerful
gypsy healer, aids Perizada in her quest to defeat Volcan, a long forgotten nightmare returned to our world. These two
packs watch as their brothers across the world, wolves from Spain, Ireland, and America, join their own forces in the
battle against the evil dark fae. At the same time, the packs hope against hope that their presence might reveal a mate
bond between a pack member and one of the five recently discovered gypsy healers. While Jacque and Jen miss Sally,
their longtime best friend, they have bided their time dealing with their own domestic issues. Jacque and Fane are
anticipating the birth of their first child and Jen and Decebel face the challenges of caring for an infant. Both girls are
eagerly awaiting Sally’s return, and have Perizada’s word that she will be back in time for the birth of Jacque’s baby.
Vasile and Alina, the Alpha pair of the Romanian pack, are enjoying this time of peace. But Vasile did not become the
most powerful Alpha in centuries by being a fool. He has lived long enough to know that there is always another battle on
the horizon. As long as evil exists in this world, his race must step forward and stand in the gap, shielding those who
cannot protect themselves. But the battle he is anticipating is bigger than he could have ever imagined. As Perizada has
recently discovered, creatures of the night that have for so long remained hidden from the human realm, have slithered
from their underground lairs and begun preying on the young and innocent. The high fae has declared war, and she
expects Vasile and his wolves to be the ones to carry out the attack. The Alpha is more than happy to oblige. But with his
first grandchild on the way, and the gift of five vulnerable healers coming under the wolves’ protection, he understands
that he must be very careful not to place any of them in harm’s way. Such is the job of the Alpha, protector, and provider.
He and those he leads must stand as sentinels and warriors to safeguard those they love, and the humans who know
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nothing of the supernatural world. It will be their job to destroy the creatures that threaten to expose them all. And if they
fail, the world as they know it, both human and supernatural, will never be the same.
New York Times Bestseller Dianna Love has created a unique shifter series with immortals, mages, witches and ... sexy
badass shifters. Shifters came out to the public eight years ago and, since then, the world has never been the same for
many. Tess Janver and Cole Cavanaugh fell deeply in love in college ... then he disappeared without a word. She feared
the worst, or thought she had. After seven years, he returns as a beefed up version of his former self. That’s not the only
thing different. As someone working in a preternatural criminal investigation unit and the daughter of a senator
determined to rid the world of dangerous shifters, Tess is caught between performing her duty to humans, protecting the
only family she has left and risking her heart to a man who once destroyed it. Cole had no choice in becoming a Gallize
shifter, a secret group of apex predators descended from a druidess, and now faces a deadline from a fatal mating curse
he can’t stop. The only woman he’s ever loved is human and wouldn’t survive bonding with him. He never planned on
Tess finding out he was a wolf shifter, but she’s in danger from a rogue pack. He’s not leaving until she’s safe ... and he
has a chance to redeem himself in her eyes before his time is up. Enjoy a fast-paced, high-action romantic tale. Each
book in the series is a stand-alone.
Discusses the temperate forest ecosystem and the role of the gray wolf in helping to maintain it, describing the wolf's
place on the food chain and what would happen to the temperate forest if the gray wolf were to become extinct.
In The Last Brother by Nathacha Appanah, 1944 is coming to a close and nine-year-old Raj is unaware of the war
devastating the rest of the world. He lives in Mauritius, a remote island in the Indian Ocean, where survival is a daily
struggle for his family. When a brutal beating lands Raj in the hospital of the prison camp where his father is a guard, he
meets a mysterious boy his own age. David is a refugee, one of a group of Jewish exiles whose harrowing journey took
them from Nazi occupied Europe to Palestine, where they were refused entry and sent on to indefinite detainment in
Mauritius. A massive storm on the island leads to a breach of security at the camp, and David escapes, with Raj's help.
After a few days spent hiding from Raj's cruel father, the two young boys flee into the forest. Danger, hunger, and malaria
turn what at first seems like an adventure to Raj into an increasingly desperate mission. This unforgettable and deeply
moving novel sheds light on a fascinating and unexplored corner of World War II history, and establishes Nathacha
Appanah as a significant international voice.
Describes the physical characteristics, behavior, habitat, and endangered status of gray wolves.
In this all-new novella in the New York Times bestselling series, Hunter and Gretchen are finally tying the knot—but their wedding
may not be the easy fairy tale they’ve dreamed of... Someone's out to ruin Gretchen's happy-ever-after on the eve before the big
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day. Can she trust Hunter, the man she's given her heart to? And can she rely on her sister Daphne (the least reliable person of
all!) to help her salvage things? Or is this marriage going to go down in flames before Gretchen and Hunter ever get to the altar?
Includes a sneak peek of Dirty Money, first in Clare’s brand new Roughneck Billionaires series. Praise for the Billionaire Boys
Club Novels “Blazing hot.”—USA Today “A fast, sexy read.”—Fiction Vixen “Great storytelling…delightful reading…It’s fun and oh so
hot.”—Kirkus Reviews
At one time, the howling of gray wolves was a common sound throughout North America. Readers will learn more about these
pack animals and what brought them to the edge of extinction. They will also find out more about the steps that have been taken to
reintroduce gray wolves to the territories where they once roamed freely.
Scarred, solitary Derek Gaunt has separated from his Pack, and is truly a lone wolf. With no family he answers to no one; but is
fiercely loyal to a chosen few. So, when several of those close to him are murdered, he'll stop at nothing to hunt their killer through
the magic-drenched streets of Atlanta. Never one to be left on the sidelines, equally determined--some might say stubborn--Julie
Lennart-Olsen soon joins in his pursuit; and what began as revenge turns into a race to save the city. Their search pits them
against powers they never imagined and magic so old, it predates history. It may cost Derek his life, but there are things for which
even he would risk everything.
Traces the author's four-year relationship with a wolf-dog hybrid named Inyo, recounting their shared journeys in the snow, her
battles with fearful neighbors, and the wolfdog's ultimate inability to be domesticated.
For fans of "The Strange and Beautiful Sorrows of Ava Lavender" comes a compelling story of five friends in search of a legendary
treasure. They'll face adventure, supernatural elements, and what it means to trust one's friends with the darkest of secrets.
Two classic Carly Phillips stories about love, loss and second chances ...The Playboy's Second ChanceThis story was formerly
titled Kismet. Since the title was confusing to readers, I changed the name and now bring you The Playboy's Second Chance. I
hope you enjoy my sexy, stand-alone novella.Trevor Dane, Wall Street Hot Shot and billionaire, has everything -- money, power
and any woman he could possibly want yet he isn't happy. When his latest interviewer turns out to be the one woman he's never
forgotten, Trevor sees a second chance and he won't let Lissa Gardelli's wariness or old hurts stop him from getting back into her
bed... and her heart.Midnight AngelHollywood superstar, Dylan North, revisits his home town with the express intent of seeing his
first love once more, to see if they can reignite the love he stupidly threw away ten years before. The last thing Dr. Holly Evans
needs in her life is her high school sweetheart returning and stirring up old feelings. But Dylan is determined to convince Holly that
happily ever doesn't only happen in the movies.
A cowboy wolf hiding from his past The elite warrior who wants to be part of his future And a fierce enemy out to destroy them
both... Grey wolf warrior Dakota Nguyen has everything she ever wanted, but when the daily grind gets lonely, her best friend
Blaze Carter always knows how to cheer her up. Lately, she has a feeling that there might be something more between them. But
underneath his witty exterior, Blaze harbors a dark secret, and fears the day when his demons catch up with him. As friendship
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turns to passion, a hidden enemy threatens to destroy the pack and all that Blaze and Dakota fight so hard to protect. Now, there
could be deadly consequences to acting on their desires... "Kait Ballenger is a treasure you don't want to miss."—GENA
SHOWALTER, New York Times bestselling author "Adventure, intrigue, and a super sexy premise!"—TERRY SPEAR, USA Today
bestselling author, for Cowboy in Wolf's Clothing
Captain Burke Eieger commands a top-secret espionage network that's vital to the war effort. Eieger is a natural leader who was awarded
two Iron Crosses for Valor, earned his MBA from Harvard, and speaks five languages. Because of his unique skillset, Hitler places Eieger in
charge of Operation Grey Wolf, Germany's secret plan to build the Fourth Reich abroad. At the pinnacle of his success, Eieger's friend,
pastor Dietrich Bonhoeffer, delivers a sickening wake-up call: evidence of the Holocaust. This shocking revelation forces Eieger to choose
between his duty to God and his officer's oath to Hitler. The stakes could not be higher! Will Eieger risk it all to serve the light or continue
serving an evil empire?
A revolutionary memoir about domestic abuse by the award-winning author of Her Body and Other Parties In the Dream House is Carmen
Maria Machado’s engrossing and wildly innovative account of a relationship gone bad, and a bold dissection of the mechanisms and cultural
representations of psychological abuse. Tracing the full arc of a harrowing relationship with a charismatic but volatile woman, Machado
struggles to make sense of how what happened to her shaped the person she was becoming. And it’s that struggle that gives the book its
original structure: each chapter is driven by its own narrative trope—the haunted house, erotica, the bildungsroman—through which Machado
holds the events up to the light and examines them from different angles. She looks back at her religious adolescence, unpacks the
stereotype of lesbian relationships as safe and utopian, and widens the view with essayistic explorations of the history and reality of abuse in
queer relationships. Machado’s dire narrative is leavened with her characteristic wit, playfulness, and openness to inquiry. She casts a
critical eye over legal proceedings, fairy tales, Star Trek, and Disney villains, as well as iconic works of film and fiction. The result is a
wrenching, riveting book that explodes our ideas about what a memoir can do and be.
“Original and imaginative . . . Ripping suspense, sheer terror, and a wrenching love story.” —Sandra Brown, New York Times bestselling
author of Friction The terrible truth about Manderley is that someone is always watching. Manderley Resort is a gleaming, new twenty-story
hotel on the California coast. It’s about to open its doors, and the world--at least those with the means to afford it--will be welcomed into a
palace of opulence and unparalleled security. But someone is determined that Manderley will never open. The staff has no idea that their
every move is being watched, and over the next twelve hours they will be killed off, one by one. Writing in the tradition of Edgar Allan Poe and
Stephen King, and with a deep bow to Daphne du Maurier, author Gina Wohlsdorf pairs narrative ingenuity and razor-wire prose with quick
twists, sharp turns, and gasp-inducing terror. Security is grand guignol storytelling at its very best. A shocking thriller, a brilliant narrative
puzzle, and a multifaceted love story unlike any other, Security marks the debut of a fearless and gifted writer. “Be surprised, be very
surprised: Gina Wohlsdorf brings more than just plot twists and a terrifically tender love story to this thriller . . . It’s her playful homage to
Hitchcock and du Maurier that had me reading, howling, and just plain loving this novel.” —Sara Gruen, author of At the Water’s Edge “Grand
Hotel meets Psycho in the age of surveillance . . . Security is cinematically vivid, crisply written, and sharp enough to cut . . . Wohlsdorf
brilliantly subverts our expectations of the action genre in this smart, shocking, poignant thriller.” —Emily Croy Barker, author of The Thinking
Woman’s Guide to Real Magic “The thrill of this novel goes beyond its wickedly clever, split-screen, high-tech wizardry—a kind of video
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gamer’s literary retake of Hitchcock’s Rear Window--and emanates from its strange, disembodied narrator . . . The effect is terrifying, sexy,
dizzying, and impossible to look away from.” —Tim Johnston, author of Descent “Shocking and filled with Tarantino-ish dark humor. . .
Structurally reminiscent of the amazing Jennifer Egan,Wohlsdorf’s book is certainly a hybrid, like nothing else. Get ready.” —Ann Beattie,
author of The State We’re In “Flawless . . . Security is perfectly tuned for blockbuster status . . . They don’t make a hotel big enough to
house all the people who will want to read this, and soon, as in Manderley, all eyes will be on Wohlsdorf.” —Daniel Kraus, Booklist, starred
review
Listen carefully and you will hear the wild, untamed music of Gray Wolf as he races along icy ridges, howls at the moon, fiercely defends his
territory against an unknown pack, and, finally, settles with a new mate. The simple, poetic text follows the restless Gray Wolf as he wanders
through the northern winter night and the spectacular illustrations present a dramatic look at a beautiful, endangered animal. An afterword
that adults will want to share with children is also included and offers detailed information on wolves and their range throughout the world.
This thrilling sci-fi Western features “a dash of Dune, a bit of Fury Road, and a whole lot of badass female characters” (Emma Maree
Urquhart, author of Dragon Tamers) The strange planet known as Tanegawa’s World is owned by TransRifts Inc, the company with the
absolute monopoly on interstellar travel. Hob landed there ten years ago, a penniless orphan left behind by a rift ship. She was taken in by
Nick Ravani and quickly became a member of his mercenary biker troop, the Ghost Wolves. Ten years later, she discovers that the body of
Nick’s brother out in the dunes. Worse, his daughter is missing, taken by shady beings called the Weathermen. But there are greater
mysteries to be discovered—both about Hob and the strange planet she calls home. File Under: Science Fiction [ Road of Fury | Hob’s Angels
| Ghost on the Highway | The Weatherman Says ]
Explore the lives of wolves with Ranger Rick in this beginning reader with full-color photos of wolves in the wild! What if you wished you were
a wolf and then you became a gray wolf pup? Could you play like a pup? Talk with howls and growls? Live with a wolf pack? And would you
want to? Find out! Ranger Rick explorers can learn all about wolves in this reader full of fascinating facts, vivid wildlife photographs, a Wild
Words glossary, and a paws-on activity that teaches kids how to talk like a wolf! Ranger Rick, the iconic raccoon ambassador from Ranger
Rick magazines, asks questions like: How do you practice being a grown-up? Ranger Rick: I Wish I Was a Wolf is a Level One I Can Read
book, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences. Whether shared at home or in a classroom, the short
sentences, familiar words, and simple concepts of Level One books support success for children eager to start reading on their own.
Jaque Pierce was an ordinary 17-year-old girl getting ready to start her senior year in high school in Coldspring, TX when a mysterious
foreign exchange student from Romania moves in across the street. Jacque and her two best friends Sally and Jen don’t realize the last two
weeks of their summer are going to get a lot more interesting. From the moment Jacque sets eyes on Fane, she feels an instant connection,
a pull like a moth to a flame. Little does she know that the flame she is drawn too is actually a Canis Lupus, werewolf, and she just happens
to be his mate, the other half of his soul. The problem is Fane is not the only wolf in Coldspring. Just as Fane and Jacque are getting to know
each other, another wolf steps out to try and claim Jacque as his mate. Fane will now have to fight for the right to complete the mating bond,
something that is his right by birth but is being denied him by a crazed Alpha. Will the love Fane has for Jacque be enough to give him the
strength to defeat his enemy and will Jacque accept she is Fane’s mate and complete the bond between them?

"Kait Ballenger is a treasure you don't want to miss." —GENA SHOWALTER, New York Times and USA Today bestselling
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author Seven shifter clans call the Montana mountains home. But a new evil will stop at nothing to tear their world apart.
For centuries, the shifters that roam Big Sky country have honored a pact to keep the peace. Even bad-boy rancher Wes
Calhoun, former leader of a renegade pack, has given up his violent ways and sworn loyalty to the Grey Wolves. But his
dark past keeps catching up with him... Human rancher Naomi Evans cares only about saving the ranch that was her
father's legacy. Until a clash with Wes opens up a whole new world—a supernatural world on the verge of war—and
Naomi, her ranch, and the sexy cowboy wolf stealing her heart are smack dab in the middle of it. What People Are
Saying About Kait Ballenger: "Intense and riveting." —RT Book Reviews for Twilight Hunter, 4 Stars "High-voltage."
—Publishers Weekly STARRED review for Twilight Hunter "Kait Ballenger delivers a sexy romance with plenty of
suspense and humor." —Goodreads review
USA Today bestselling author Terry Spear brings another sexy, fast-paced werewolf romance to the snowy mountains of
Silver Town, Colorado, just in time for the holidays. Cuddle up with the newest installment of the Wolff Brothers series,
featuring: Grey wolf shifters who can't deny the chemistry between them A high-stakes mission that could tear them apart
The beauty of a Colorado ski resort decked out for the holidays All the action and steam you've come to expect from
Terry Spear! It's almost Christmas, and Florida gray wolf shifter and veterinarian Gabrielle Lowe has grudgingly agreed to
go with her friends to a ski resort in Silver Town, Colorado. But when her two jaguar shifter girlfriends are held up on a
mission, it not only leaves Gabrielle alone for the holidays, but also out of her element at the snowy resort. Determined to
make the best of it, Gabrielle takes a dip in the lodge's heated pool after it's closed, causing all kinds of trouble... Gray
wolf shifter Landon Wolff, co-owner of the ski lodge, has enough on his plate getting ready for the annual influx of
Christmas visitors. The last thing he needs is someone indulging in a midnight swim long after the pool is closed. Just as
he's about to throw the rule breaker out of the pool he realizes that she is also a wolf. Suddenly, all the rules change...
Maybe Landon will finally find the she-wolf he's always wanted to share the holidays with. Praise for Terry Spear's
shifters: "Danger, intrigue, shifters and Christmas—the perfect read!"—Fresh Fiction for Joy to the Wolves "Plenty of
exciting action, suspense and steamy passion."—The Romance Reviews for SEAL Wolf Hunting "Filled with fun,
adventure, intensity, and crazy-hot shifters."—Once Upon a Romance for Jaguar Pride
The bestselling author of No Logo shows how the global "free market" has exploited crises and shock for three decades,
from Chile to Iraq In her groundbreaking reporting, Naomi Klein introduced the term "disaster capitalism." Whether
covering Baghdad after the U.S. occupation, Sri Lanka in the wake of the tsunami, or New Orleans post-Katrina, she
witnessed something remarkably similar. People still reeling from catastrophe were being hit again, this time with
economic "shock treatment," losing their land and homes to rapid-fire corporate makeovers. The Shock Doctrine retells
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the story of the most dominant ideology of our time, Milton Friedman's free market economic revolution. In contrast to the
popular myth of this movement's peaceful global victory, Klein shows how it has exploited moments of shock and
extreme violence in order to implement its economic policies in so many parts of the world from Latin America and
Eastern Europe to South Africa, Russia, and Iraq. At the core of disaster capitalism is the use of cataclysmic events to
advance radical privatization combined with the privatization of the disaster response itself. Klein argues that by
capitalizing on crises, created by nature or war, the disaster capitalism complex now exists as a booming new economy,
and is the violent culmination of a radical economic project that has been incubating for fifty years.
Mating a wolf is totally off the table…or is it? Wolf shifter Mackenzie Davis has no interest in mating with another wolf. A
horrific experience in her past has hardened her to this resolve. She loves her life as is, with the perfect job, the perfect
friends, and the perfect boyfriend—a human one. Nevertheless, her mother implores her to attend this year’s Wolf
Gathering. Reluctantly dragging her feet, she agrees to one day only. Drake Spencer has come to the gathering from
Texas with his family. He’s twenty-eight and believes his chances of finding a mate are slim to none, especially since he
saw the woman he felt connected to leave with another man at the last gathering. But what if the woman who has
consumed his dreams for the last two years is not actually mated? When Mackenzie and Drake meet, sparks fly.
Mackenzie hopes to deny the claim on her. But can she? The call of mates is stronger than she expected. What will
happen to her sense of self if she follows this man to Texas? Not to mention Drake. Can he live with the mental scars of
her past? This book is a re-release of a previously published book. No additions or changes have been made to the
story.
Scientists strive to develop clear rules for naming and grouping living organisms. But taxonomy, the scientific study of
biological classification and evolution, is often highly debated. Members of a species, the fundamental unit of taxonomy
and evolution, share a common evolutionary history and a common evolutionary path to the future. Yet, it can be difficult
to determine whether the evolutionary history or future of a population is sufficiently distinct to designate it as a unique
species. A species is not a fixed entity â€" the relationship among the members of the same species is only a snapshot of
a moment in time. Different populations of the same species can be in different stages in the process of species
formation or dissolution. In some cases hybridization and introgression can create enormous challenges in interpreting
data on genetic distinctions between groups. Hybridization is far more common in the evolutionary history of many
species than previously recognized. As a result, the precise taxonomic status of an organism may be highly debated.
This is the current case with the Mexican gray wolf (Canis lupus baileyi) and the red wolf (Canis rufus), and this report
assesses the taxonomic status for each.
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Applications of Big Data in Healthcare: Theory and Practice begins with the basics of Big Data analysis and introduces
the tools, processes and procedures associated with Big Data analytics. The book unites healthcare with Big Data
analysis and uses the advantages of the latter to solve the problems faced by the former. The authors present the
challenges faced by the healthcare industry, including capturing, storing, searching, sharing and analyzing data. This
book illustrates the challenges in the applications of Big Data and suggests ways to overcome them, with a primary
emphasis on data repositories, challenges, and concepts for data scientists, engineers and clinicians. The applications of
Big Data have grown tremendously within the past few years and its growth can not only be attributed to its competence
to handle large data streams but also to its abilities to find insights from complex, noisy, heterogeneous, longitudinal and
voluminous data. The main objectives of Big Data in the healthcare sector is to come up with ways to provide
personalized healthcare to patients by taking into account the enormous amounts of already existing data. Provides case
studies that illustrate the business processes underlying the use of big data and deep learning health analytics to improve
health care delivery Supplies readers with a foundation for further specialized study in clinical analysis and data
management Includes links to websites, videos, articles and other online content to expand and support the primary
learning objectives for each major section of the book
This time, Torte’s pastry chef and amateur sleuth finds herself coming out of the oven and straight into the fire in Ellie
Alexander's Nothing Bundt Trouble: A Bakeshop Mystery. Spring has sprung in Ashland, Oregon, and everything at Torte
seems to be coming up buttercream roses. But just when Juliet Capshaw seems to have found her sweet spot—with her
staff set to handle the influx of tourists for this year’s Shakespeare festival while she moves back into her childhood
home—things take a dramatic turn. Jules discovers a long-forgotten dossier in her deceased father’s belongings that
details one of the most controversial cases in Ashland’s history: a hit-and-run accident from the 1980s. Or was it? Now
it’s up to Jules to parse through a whole new world of details from another era, from unraveling cassette tapes to recipes
for Bundt cakes, before an old enemy brings the Capshaw “pastry case” to a modern-day dead end. The Bakeshop
Mysteries are: “Delicious.”—RT Book Reviews “Marvelous.”—Fresh Fiction “Delectable.”—Portland Book Review
We've watched the Romanian Grey Wolves find their true mates, fight against evil and reunite with the other Canis lupis in the world. Now we
will see just how the most powerful Alpha in their history met his match with the woman who became his mate, and helped him become the
man he needed to be in order to lead. Every life leaves behind a legacy. Every story has a beginning and an end. The Alpha of the Romania
Grey Wolves knows this better than most. He also knows it’s the things that transpire to create that legacy and the experiences, triumphs
and failures that happen in the middle of the story that matter. His story began a century ago and now a tragedy has led him to his rightful
place as Alpha of the Eastern Romania pack. Before he led hundreds, he had to learn to lead a few. Before he sacrificed for all, he had to be
willing to sacrifice for any. Before he could be the man destined to save his race he had to be willing to serve them. In order to be raised up
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he had to first be torn down. There was only one who could do this and live, only one who could light his way when the darkness closed in;
his mate, his Luna. This is the building of their legacy, the middle of their story. Their triumphs, their failures, and their tragedy’s that would
one day make them strong enough to restore a race torn apart by greed, envy, and fear.
Finding my fated mate could bring death... or worse. After years of constant criticism, I finally escape the alpha of the strongest pack--my
father. It's a chance to have a new beginning... and to live on my own terms, in my own way. The first day at college, I find more than what I
bargained for. My fated mate. Something that any wolf rejoices in finding. Except he's forbidden--a human. The weakest race on Earth and
someone my father would kill without any hesitation. Choices must be made, and loyalties will be tested. With everything on the brink of
destruction, only one thing is certain - my life will never be the same again.
Chief of Tribal Police Jacob Graywolf serves and protects his community on the reservation. When an epidemic of missing and murdered
Indigenous women hits home, he's relieved the FBI gets involved. But something about the woman agent has him running scared. FBI
Special Agent Zena Adalwolf is certain Jacob is her soul mate. Their connection at first sight is immediate and urgent—a bond that transcends
their professional relationship. If only the clueless hunk would realize they belong together! After more Native American women are killed,
Zena and Jacob suspect they have a serial killer on their hands. To track down the unsub, they allow their inner wolves to come out and play.
But with the ever-ticking clock going wild, will the killer find them first?
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